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Legalism: Anthropology and History
Pegu's Golden Palace was the centre of government for a vast main land empire created by the early Toungoo-dynasty kings. The greatest of the conquerors was the White Elephant King of Hanthawaddy, known to history as King Bayinnaung (r. 1551-82) , and The Precedent is the leading source on law and kingship under Bayinnaung's rule. It reveals a vibrant legalism quite different from those of its neighbours in East and South Asia. Some aspects of sixteenth-century Burmese legalism are reminis cent of Western European approaches to law and kingship, and at the end of the chapter I shall pursue this similarity by way of a contemporary English law report.
Three centuries lie between the events described in The Precedent and its publication. May we use the nineteenth-century publication as a source on sixteenth-century law? We lack the reassurance of a sixteenthcentury autograph manuscript signed by King Bayinnaung himself. 1 On the other hand, the text printed in 1870 contains no obvious anachro nisms, and its portrait of Tai princelings serving the Toungoo emperors as pageboys-cum-hostages is corroborated by earlier chronicles. Probably some portions of the text are interpolated (I note five suspect passages below), but most of it seems authentic enough to be used as evidence of sixteenth-century legal practice. I have checked the printed text against a palm-leaf manuscript held in Meiktila, and have noted the significant differences between them. On several occasions I prefer the Meiktila MS to the book. 2 The Precedent claims to be a single sixteenth-century text, however, and I shall treat it as such.
THE TEXT AND ITS SETTING
*
The Precedent's Burmese text is eight pages long. Its first half is exposi tion. Its second half contains the two speeches made by King Bayinnaung and Lord Kyaw Thu that conclude the litigation. In the course of the present chapter I offer a partial translation and summary of the first half 1 Had such an artefact existed it would have been the oldest surviving Burmese manu script by a margin of two centuries. The fragility of Burmese palm-leaf texts is touched on below. Leaving the lengthy interpolation (section 11) aside, nine of the remain ing sections are marked on the printed page as starting with a para graph break. 4 Kyaw Thu's speech (sections 7-9) is a special case, since it is apparently peppered with paragraph marks: this is because the Burmese sign that marks a paragraph break also serves to show items on a list.
The Burmese writing-system was designed to be inscribed, then inkwashed, onto a treated palm leaf. One text will consist of many such leaves tied together between end-boards, and between the same endboards are frequently found other texts, sometimes related, sometimes not. The Burmese palm-leaf book is unwieldy and will disintegrate within two or three centuries of being written. The page format allows about fourteen lines per page, and to maximize space, paragraph breaks are shown by a single indent, rather than a new line. The single indent
The Precedent immediately establishes a location. Its first line gives three place-names: 'Yoidaya, Dwarawaddy... Pyitzabon'. Yoidaya (deriving from North Indian 'Ayutthaya') is how the Burmese refer to the central Tai kingdom and its capital city. Late in the eighteenth century the Burmese army sacked Yoidaya, the central kingdom was afterwards re-established with Bangkok as its new capital, and the rest of the world learnt to refer to it as 'Siam' and subsequently as 'Thailand'. Meanwhile the Burmese continue to refer to their eastern neighbour as Yoidaya. Dwarawaddy is the equivalent classical toponym: 'Dwarawaddy' is to 'Yoidaya' as 'Caledonia' is to 'Scotland'. In mainland Southeast Asia (as in Europe) several kingdoms shared a common classical language and literature: this language was Pali, a Prakrit language closely related to that in which King Ashoka (c. 250 BC in India) set down his inscriptions. The Buddhist scriptures as handed down in Pali are normative for most of the Buddhists in mainland Southeast Asia, but within this region of shared classical culture, literature is read, taught, andcomposed by speakers of three language-families-the Tai, the Mon-Khmer, and the Tibeto-Burman. These language-families are as different from each other as IndoEuropean is from Turkic and from Nilotic. Generally Tibeto-Burmans live to the west, the Khmer to the east, and the Tai in between. The Mon, who were responsible for most of the earliest Pali-influenced inscriptions in Southeast Asia, used to live throughout that part of the mainland shown in Figure 7 .1. A few decades before The Precedent was composed, the Burmese-speaking Toungoo dynasty conquered the whole area. They took Chiangmai in 1558, Yoidaya in 1569, and Vientiane in 1574. Pyitzabon (which the Tai spell 'Phetchabun') is a walled city guarding one of the passes up from the Yoidaya plains to Vientiane. Bayinnaung annexed it in the 1570s; his successor lost it in the late 1580s. Between these dates occurred the events described in
The Precedent.
Having established location, The Precedent concentrates on a local family. The Governor of Pyitzabon had a wife and three children. The eldest child, a boy, was summoned to live in Pegu to serve as a page at Bayinnaung's royal court. He was in Pegu as a schoolboy to learn the ropes of Toungoo government, but also as a pledge for his father's continued loyalty, and the young page had to cut a figure or people would think of Pyitzabon as unimportant. Hence his father sent him up to the capital city 'with gold, silver, ordinary clothing, dress uni form, followers, servants, elephants, and horses'. Three or four years later (probably around 1576) the Governor of Pyitzabon and his wife fell ill. Realizing they would not recover, they wrote a document that divided their wealth between their daughter and younger son. This division of the probate estate was witnessed by senior monks and headmen. By the time the elder son learnt about this in Pegu, pro bate was complete. He petitioned King Bayinnaung for leave to travel to Pyitzabon and speak to his younger siblings, leave was granted, and he crossed the eastern passes to his home town, but the inter view between the siblings went badly. The book simply says that the younger children insisted they were the only heirs. The Meiktila MS adds some specifics to this dialogue. The elder son asked them why they had not sent him news of their parents' death, and asked them what had become of his share of the estate. The younger brother and sister replied:
Lord Kyaw Thu's Precedent
While our parents were still alive, they divided the estate between us. We have taken possession of it. There was no share for you, Elder Brother,
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Legalism: Anthropology and History because you had already been given clothing, dress uniform, gold, silver, and other things you wanted. When our parents were ill and dying, you were not there to comfort them. Do not be resentful. 5
Despite the elder son's remonstrations, the younger children would not budge, so he appealed to the King of Yoidaya for a trial. The king assigned his case to a pair of ministers named Byanayit and Byanaraza who, in due course, gave judgement in these terms:
At issue is the division of the property between younger son and daugh ter which the parents arranged before their death. So the pageboy from Pyitzabon approached King Bayinnaung and asked him for a fourth appeal. Before examining the King's reply, let us pause and fill in some background.
LAW AND POLITICS IN PALILAND 9
The first judgement suggests that the sources of law comprise 'max ims' and 'rules'. I shall examine below whether these words are synony mous, or whether maxims and rules have different degrees of strength. For now, let us compare the Burmese judge Dhammaraja's approach in the third judgement to the approach of the earlier judgements. Though Dhammaraja does not cite any maxims or rules, he can convey the same information. The Tai judge Byannayit had thus cited the maxim a writ ten witnessed deed conveys the ownership. Dhammaraja said: 'The remainder of the estate was handed over to the younger son and daughter by way of a formal document, and in the presence of monks and elders". Byannayit cites the maxim as a norm floating free of any factual sub strate, while Dhammaraja's treatment implies a judgement of fact: The facts as I find them are such that the maxim applies. English lawyers refer to such a mixture of norm and fact as a 'characterization'. Dhammaraja repeats the trick. Where Byannayit cites the maxim if you were given YOUR INHERITANCE BEFORE IT FELL DUE, YOU CANNOT HAVE IT AGAIN The Precedent came to be used as an educational aid, the students who read it were doubtless expected to learn 10 that the same information could be conveyed by different stages in the logic of judgement. 11 The key words so far are 'maxim' and 'rule'. Maxim (sagaa:) comes from the root monosyllable 'to speak'. It is literally a 'speaking'-in other contexts I translate it as 'oration'. 'Rule' (tayaa:) is a disyllable that apparently does not derive from any root monosyllable (perhaps it is a loanword introduced into the Burmese language very early, but if so, the donor language is not yet ascertained). The word's field of semantic reference most certainly has been borrowed. It is the Burmese transla tion of the Indie word dharma, and can thus mean 'ethics', 'nature', 'law', 'rule', and 'right doctrine'. In one context only do Burmese leave dharma untranslated. That is when they speak of dhammathat, the name of the genre of law texts in this region most likely to be consulted by villag ers, and most likely to be cited in a royal court of law. The second most important genre of law texts are the 'precedents', which can be found ing myths, or scholarly references to the classics, or law reports. The third genre are the rajathat, the law texts composed to be spoken in the king's name. 12 Similar genre-terms are found widely, and we can speak of a regional legal tradition. This tradition can be subdivided according to the vernacular in which it preserves the classics, then further divided by place and time, so that Toungoo-dynasty Burmese law (sixteenth cen tury) should be distinguished from Pagan-dynasty law (twelfth century) and from Konbaung-dynasty law (nineteenth century). Whilst Pegu is a humid jungle city 17 degrees north of the equator, the capitals of the other dynasties were at 21 degrees or higher, situated in a dry desert through 10 The Meiktila MS hints at this. When recounting Byannayit's judgement it refers to these arguments as 'rules' and to the other three arguments as 'maxims'. The difference in vocabulary is, I take it, a deliberate flagging-up for later consideration. An eighteenthcentury law teacher using a precursor of the Meiktila MS would have said to his students: 'Remember the two arguments that Byannayit referred to as rules? Now compare them with Dhammaraja's judgement. Please observe the ideational equivalence of maxim and characterization.'
11 The logic of judgement has to mix conclusions of law (what ought to be done, deontic logic) with conclusions of fact (what actually was done). Even when a single oughtstatement is included among several facts, the mixture requires 'deontic logic'. 12 Technically, Bayinnaung's speech (section 6) should be classed as a rajathat withir a precedent.
Lord Kyaw Thu's Precedent
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which flows a vast river. The external challenges faced by the Burmese dynasties were different, and the mix of populations which they ruled was different. My preference is to use as the building-blocks of regional law these separate dynastic legal traditions.
King Bayinnaung was known as 'the victor of the ten directions', and had earned that sobriquet: he towered over Paliland as Napoleon would tower over Europe. But The Precedent obsessively refers to him by a differenttitle, 'Great Law-King' (min:tayaa:gyii:), which uses Burmese words to translate the three Pali terms maha, dhamma, and raja. At this stage of his career Bayinnaung wishes to be known as a 'Dharma-king', a 'king of righteousness', an 'arbiter of ethics', but he wants to bear that title in Burmese translation. The choice between vernacular and classical is fraught with meaning in most cultures that employ a classical language (Francis Bacon, for example, chose to write his legal theory in Latin, but his Essays and History, which contained much of his politics, in English). In the Burmese context we have already encountered a few Pali loanwords. The abstract noun in 'Parents have authority over the children' is a Pali loan, and so was the verb which expressed the death of the governor and his wife (who literally 'reaped the result of their karma'). Burmese readers probably did not notice these loanwords as such, any more than English readers notice the Latin derivation of 'charity' or 'January'. Later (in section 9), however, Kyaw Thu parades his Pali legal scholarship as something classical and intimidating, which he scorns to translate into Burmese: Caveat lector! That instance apart, The Precedent is written in short, pithy, Burmese sentences.
As regards the theory of kingship, the, relationship between classi cal and vernacular is more problematic. The Pali canon contains a fair amount of scattered Buddhist political theory. In the Pali commentar ies (compiled around the fifth century) political theory became more systematic, and in the nineteenth century scholars in the region used Buddhist themes to discuss contemporary problems, including especially the European incursion that threatened to wipe out everything they had learnt (Huxley 2007: 46) . The Precedent, for its part, emphasizes one Buddhist political theme in particular-that of the Great Law-King. This ideal ruler is able to lead by example because he is perfected in the vir tues of kingship. 13 The lesson of the canon is that you can identify a Great Law-King by how he runs his empire. Example speaks louder than expo sition. And The Precedent is just such an example. Anyone who doubts whether Bayinnaung was a Great Law-King should read The Precedent
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Legalism: Anthropology and History for reassurance. It was to provide such reassurance that it was written. The reason it was subsequently preserved is that later generations liked to contemplate the ethical lessons of their own history.
THE GREAT LAW-KING DICTATES HIS PROBATE POLICY
Back to the text, then. King Bayinnaung himself is about to comment on law and justice, in reply to the page's most recent petition of appeal. First comes a stage direction: The royal herald informed those present to place their hands in the sign of obeisance.' Then the King speaks:
Four ancestral rules; five everlasting rules; six types of probate; seven original probate-rules; fifteen 14 beneficiaries of probate; twenty rules about the probate estate; twenty-five rules for clarifying probate. Though the litigants have all advanced their own legal maxims, the discussion of law remains incomplete. Therefore the litigation is not yet over. If a party is not satisfied with a judgement and wishes to make an appeal, let it not be decreed: 'Enough! The case is settled.' The wisdom required for a deci sion on the distribution of assets must be wide-ranging, critical, and pol ished. My predecessors in former reigns insisted that such cases be heard over and over again. There are many records and archives, manuals, and Jataka available for study. Only probate-learning that is relevant and suited to the facts can bring the dispute to a close. Rules and maxims have stand ing throughout this royal empire, no matter the particular city or prov ince. Judge Mahosatha 15 and Judge Manu both gave accurate judgements at the age of seven. Wisdom-which is a combination of cleverness, tech nical know-how, and love-depends on each set of facts. It is not wisdom automatically to praise the great and put down the small. There are many grounds on which decisions turn. One may cite one's supporting arguments from books, volumes, Jataka, manuals, and archives. Let a herald summon the three children to attend. Let them address their speeches on the law of probate to the Judge Lord Kyaw Thu (Precedent, section 6).
The two final sentences contain the performative statements appoint ing a judge and convening a hearing. They must be similar to the orders Bayinnaung had given on the three previous occasions that the page had lodged an appeal. The rest of the king's speech contains his message to the world: this is how a Great Law-King handles probate problems. He sounds four themes. First, he names seven lists of probate-rules. Secondly, he discusses whether he has the legal authority to order a fourth appeal. Is there any limit on the number of appeals that may be brought in one liti gation? Thirdly, Bayinnaung discusses his sources of law. Having given us some lists of rules, he now adds the names of other genres. Fourthly, he offers an ethical homily on the nature of judicial wisdom, illustrated by two of the region's favourite culture-heroes, Mahosadha and Manu. Finally, he returns to the sources of law without adding much to his origi nal comments. Two of these themes (the lists and the culture-heroes) require exegesis.
King Bayinnaung names seven lists of probate-rules, but does not item ize them. Had he done so, we might have checked how these sixteenthcentury lists compare with the lists of probate-rules that appear in eighteenth-and nineteenth-century dhammathat, throwing light on the continuing debate over the age of the Burmese legal tradition. Whereas late nineteenth-century European scholars claimed that it was a young tradition born in the 1750s, twentieth-century researchers trace it back to the twelfth-century Pagan dynasty, or even earlier to the eighth-century Pyu empire. Two points are in dispute: When did the Burmese adopt Pali Buddhism? And when did the Burmese political economy become complex enough to require a sophisticated legal system? Whatever the case, Bayinnaung's predilection for packaging normative information into numbered lists reflects the fact that he and his court had been edu cated in a Pali Buddhist milieu. 'Lists may be a feature of ancient Indian literatures in general, but it is probably true to say that no one makes quite as much of lists as the Buddhists' (Gethin 1992:150).
Rupert Gethin (op. cit.) has described how the Abidhamma (one of the three sub-divisions of the Pali canon) uses lists to organize its ontological and psychological material. One list is used as a multiplier, and another as its multiplicand. By applying a list of three to a list of two, six combina tions are generated. These six may be combined with other lists to gener ate further levels of complexity. If you are meditating on Abidhamma texts your, goal is to travel back from the complexity of the perceived world to the handful of simple items from which it is generated. The Vinaya (the sub-division which deals with the constitutional structure of the mon astery and the behaviour proper to a monk) also uses lists to organize its legal material, but prefers addition to multiplication. The first list in the Vinaya is the four 'self-defeating offences' (murder, theft, sex, and boasting of magic powers). These are the most serious offences a monk can commit, and lead ipso facto to his loss of monastic status. The next most serious are the thirteen 'offences which lead to probation' (which include masturbation, building an over-ornate monastery, and falsely accusing other monks of self-defeating offences). There are six more lists, the penalties for which are increasingly trivial, and these eight lists are added together (4 + 13 + 2 + 30 + 92 + 4 + 75 + 7 = 227). The resulting super list of 227 items (known as the Patimokkha) is the foundational document of Buddhist monasticism. Every monk has to join his local colleagues once a fortnight in chanting it aloud, and confirming that he has not offended against any of the items. Hence all Buddhists know how to package legal information into lists and superlists. How Bayinnaung treats probate law in his rajathat is how the dhammathat treat most topics in Burmese law.
Bayinnaung names two culture-heroes, both of whom proved that a good judge is not necessarily an elderly judge. Mahosadha is a prominent figure in the Jataka, the life-stories of the Buddha's 547 previous births which teach Buddhist ethics. Their frame-story is the Buddha-to-be's ethical progress towards a birth in which he can be enlightened. The last ten of the Jataka form a unit of their own, often appearing in Southeast Asian monasteries and pagodas as graphic novels, painted in murals, or glazed as half-relief clay plaques. 16 They are studied as guides to ethics, and as literary models of sophisticated narrative technique. In short they are for the Burmese what Homer was for the Romans: a classical model for old-time virtues and artful story-telling. The final two lives (num bers 546 and 547) are especially important. 17 In the Great Tunnel Jataka (546) the Buddha-to-be was called Mahosadha, and was famous for his worldly wisdom, while in the Vessantara Jataka (547) he was called Prince Vessantara and was famous for exploring the virtue of generos ity to unworldly extremes (he gave his wife and children away into slav ery to demonstrate his mastery of that virtue). Mahosadha's story starts as a collection of nineteen judgement-tales, decided when he was only seven. The instinctively gifted young judge grew up to become an elder statesman. He survived the plots of jealous ministers and, as a climax to his career, tunnelled into the heart of the enemy's camp, and routed their invasion. In his antepenultimate birth the Buddha-to-be showed his awesome accomplishments as a judge and politician operating in the social world. In his penultimate birth, as Vessantara, he showed his mas tery of the antisocial value. In his ultimate birth he achieved enlighten ment. Buddhism's ultimate goal requires mastery of politics as well as of meditation.
As for Manu, Bayinnaung does not refer to the Vedic culture-hero, the first human, whom Sanskrit texts describe as author of Manusmrti, the prototype dharmasastra law text (compare Davis in the present volume).
Rather, the Burmese Manu is a clever young cowherd appointed as judge by King Mahasammata, after he was seen making wise judgements at an excessively early age. King Mahasammata is featured in the Sutta (the sub-division of the Pali canon which deals with doctrine and ethics) as the founding father of Buddhist political theory (Huxley 1996a:487 In Europe we have tended to organize courts of appeal into strict hierarchies to achieve a final settlement by the court closest to sovereign power. In Burma, and appar ently also in Tibet (French 1995) , sovereignty defers to knowledge of dharma, and to be authoritative is less important than to be correct.
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Legalism: Anthropology and History possess the books that were in his library. If any have survived to the twenty-first century, they do so in re-written and re-edited form. 19
KYAW THU'S JUDGEMENT
The king's speech appointing Kyaw Thu is followed by Kyaw Thu's exem plary judgement, which settled this litigation for good:
I have complied with the wise counsels of the Royal Order, namely that both sides should address the court. I must now choose between the courses of action they have urged on me. Having heard both pleadings and speeches, I reflect on the law. 20 It has been said what the dead gave, the living shall keep. But par ents exceed their authority if they do so while mortally ill, their life hang ing in the balance. Urgent is the rule that states: 'Only when the division is between a complete set of children does the recipient take.'
It has been said handing a thing over is transferring it. But here the residence-pattern of the children differed. It cannot be said that any assets were handed over to the elder son. Urgent is the rule 'As your residence, so your shares.' 21 A maxim has been cited: parents rightfully have authority over their children. But it is also right that children should be treated equita bly. Distribute the wealth so as to achieve equality. Urgent is the rule 'Avoid a division where one gets more than the others. ' True it is that a formal written document witnessed by senior m
MONKS, HEADMEN, ARBITRATORS, AND SCRIBES TRANSFERS THE OWNER
SHIP. But not when one of the heirs was absent. Urgent is the maxim 22 that A DEED OF DISTRIBUTION SHALL NOT BE VALID UNLESS ALL PARTIES TO THE LITIGATION WERE PHYSICALLY PRESENT. Rightly is it Said ANY SON OR DAUGHTER WHO HAS ALREADY DONE WELL SHOULD NOT START A FIGHT OR A
19 Shin Sandalinka's Precedents Bright as a Jewel is a good example of how this proc ess worked. Shin Sandalinka is an eighteenth-century monk who re-edited a hoard of fifteenth-century precedents and chronicles to construct a paean to one of Kyaw Thu's fifteenth-century predecessors. We have no way of knowing the extent to which the monk altered his sources. 20 The Meiktila MS puts it differently: 'After listening to what the two litigants said, and to the various rulings of the Yoidaya, Talaing and Burmese judges, I deliver my con sidered response.' 'Talaing' is the name by which Burmese refer to the Mon. Here is a hint that one or more of the judges was Mon. There were as many Mon living in Yoidaya as in Burma proper, so any of the eight judges might have been Mon. 21 The book adds: 'When parents die, there is need of probate-learning. Give a portion as alms, so that probate may act as a conveyance to samsara. This is an enduring rule.' By 'conveyance to samsara' the author means 'a way in which the parents' merit in future lives will be enhanced'. I treat this passage as an interpolation. First, because no maxim has been set out to which this serves as the limiting case. Second, because no limiting rule is cited. Third, because the Meiktila MS does not give this sentence, nor anything like it. 22 The Meiktila MS calls it a 'rule-maxim'(tayaa:sagaa:). In this opening passage Kyaw Thu sets out the appellant's case. The respondents rely on five maxims. The appellant concedes that these max ims are good law under other circumstances, but contends that on these particular facts they do not apply because another more urgent rule pre vails. Kyaw Thu will later show that he approves the appellant's reason ing, but he has not yet made this clear. In section 7 he speaks as a judicious summarizer of the arguments on both sides. In section 8 he will discourse on his own understanding of the law:
There are four Great Laws of Equity. 25 Urgent is the maxim it is the law THAT OFFERS CLARITY ON HOW TO GET THE TRANSACTION RIGHT.
Whoever has to give an official account of facts should speak according to the facts. When performing his task, his knowledge of inheritance law should be constantly at his fingertips. Whoever gives an official account of facts should never speak contrary to the facts. A full knowledge of property-rights requires skill and persistence. When assets are distributed it must be done accurately. An appointee who behaves like this will keep his job a long time, whether he be King, Minister, City-Governor, City-Official, Great Judge of the Law, or Teacher of the Law. The point of the judicial inves tigation is to divide the wealth in a transparent way. Urgent is the maxim SHOW THE DEEPEST RESPECT TO YOUR EMINENCE THE LAW.
Urgent is the rule that says: 'Whenever it happens that a son and heir is absent from home, staying in some city or village at the time the probatedistribution was made, then a probate-share for him must be weighed and conveyed.' 23 The context demands a translation something like this. However, a negative is miss ing from the text as given. 24 The final four sentences may be interpolated. They are prolix and unfocused, and do not follow the economical structure of the first four rules.
25 Literally 'The Four Great Authorities'. In the Pali canon, this refers to an epistemological test for authentic Buddhist doctrine. In Burmese law texts it refers to an approach to fact-finding which examines the variables 'thing', 'time', 'place', and 'use'. It borrows from a Pali passage in the Great Vinaya Commentary's treatment of the de minimis rule for theft [Sp.305] .
Urgent is the rule that says: 'How the parents arrange probate depends on how sons and daughters have carried out their filial duties. ' No heir is entitled to two shares. Urgent is the rule that says: 'If the probate-heap was untrue, no proper division of the estate has taken place. If the probate-division did not take place, no proper distribution has taken place. ' Urgent is the rule that says: 'If a person has been excluded from the pro bate, then probate has not properly taken place.' Urgent and productive of correct decision-making is the rule that says:
'None of the full-blood children may be excluded from sharing their par ents' estate, even a child who is born as an animal' (Precedent, section 8). 26 In section 8 he lays down the legal norms that he finds most appropriate to the situation. In section 9 Kyaw Thu will deliver ten characterizations of mixed law and facts. 27 After an introductory paragraph, the first five advance reasons why the deathbed division was a nullity; the last five explain why the elder son should get his remedy:
Let us turn to the division of the estate. Attend to these laws, for they pro mote quick decision-making. The elder son of the Pyitzabon governorcurrently in royal service-is appellant. The younger brother and daughter are meeting his case. The inheritance case maxims that instruct: 28 * After the death of the Pyitzabon governor and his wife, their property should have been treated as an inheritable estate. Let the right answer be 29 that the younger son and daughter had no proper authority over it.
The son of the Pyitzabon governor is in the same position as all sons and daughters of a city-governor or a saw-bwa. 30 The elder son continues to excel in the royal service. Let the right answer be that he is dutifully carry ing out his office.
The parents fell ill, then died. The younger son and daughter sent no word or message of this to the elder son faithfully carrying out his royal duties.
Let the right answer be that the elder son was unaware because he had not been informed.
26
This alludes to Burma's favourite pyatton-'The Story of the Snake-child's Inheritance'. Because he was born a snake, the elder children excluded their youngest sibling from the inheritance. He expressed his displeasure by coiling himself around the dead parent's wealth and hissing. The wise judge awarded the snake-child the same share as his human elders and mollified by the recognition of his rights, the snake-child slithered off into the jungle, leaving his share behind him. Different law texts give the pyatton widely differing interpretations. Here it illustrates the presumption that all sib lings have a right in the probate-heap. 27 The Meiktila MS gives only five items (1,2,6,7, and 8) . 28 The Meiktila MS is much shorter. It has the same opening sentence, then adds only 'The laws stand thus...'
29 Literally 'It is proper' modified by the verbal affix denoting a mild imperative.
The division of the inheritance was improperly carried out. Let the right answer be that a share should have been reserved for absent heirs.
The parents did not acknowledge the difference between elder and younger son. They did not discriminate. Let the right answer be that it was favouritism that caused them to hand over the entirety of the estate to the younger son and daughter.
Pay heed to the maxim when parents are making their final
ARRANGEMENTS, THEY MAY CONSIDER HOW WELL THEIR CHILDREN ARE REPUTED TO HONOUR THEIR PARENTS.
There is a list of six types of sons (orasa, khettaja, hetthima, pubbaka, kittima, and apatittha). He who goes off to serve the king does so in his father's interest. Let the right answer be that the elder son is an orasa. 31 There have been many previous hearings before the eight learned judges.
Let the right answer be that the law has still not been fulfilled.
Let the right answer be whosoever was given it, he shall not keep it.
WHOSOEVER WAS NOT GIVEN IT, HE SHALL GET IT.
Investigations and inquiries are as yet incomplete. The law is still unful filled. Let these fresh investigations aimed at a correct partition be the right answer [Precedent, section 9).
The penultimate finding ('whosoever was given it...') looks as if it might be the remedy sought on the page's behalf. An English judge would say: 'I impose a constructive trust on the younger children on behalf of their elder brother' And if land were at issue, she would add 'Let the land registry be so rectified.' The Toungoo dynasty ran a land registry for pro ductive land (they had to, because most of their revenue was collected in the form of rice), but the Pegu land registry at this date could surely not have exercised effective control as far east as Pyitzabon. Therefore King Bayinnaung had to utilize other techniques to shift wealth located in the distant corneryof his empire. He had to send a written order to his man in Pyitzabon telling him to execute the desired change of ownership locally. If the Toungoo chancery ever developed a standard form of writ for such occasions, it might well have become known as the remedy of whoso ever was given it.
Kyaw Thu now reaches his final paragraph (section 10), though we need to think where his peroration ends:
It appears from these various grounds that the eldest son, although liv ing separately from his parents, did not intentionally omit to attend to his 
Lord Kyaw Thu's Precedent
245 parents when they were sick and at the point of death. With regard to the property said to have been given to him previously, it consists of property given to him for his maintenance, as being a son entitled to inheritance whilst he in dutiful obedience to his parents entered the royal service for the purposes and in the interests of his father and mother.
I take Kyaw Thu's own speech to end at this point. He has reversed, in favour of the royal page, the judgements made earlier and has explained These sound like the words of a copyist added for filing purposes. An English law reporter would add a list of 'Cases cited but distinguished in the course of judgement'. 32 If I am right on this, Kyaw Thu's climax dealt with ethical questions. He ended by ruling on two issues: was the elder son guilty of parent-dereliction? And was wealth given to the elder son as a family investment, or as an anticipated inheritance?
Plainly the first question is ethical. Few indeed are the cultures that approve of filial impiety, and Buddhism is not among them. The second question looks to establish the true intentions of the many players in a complex situation. Each of the five family members had their own mix of motives, expectations, and understandings of the elder brother's leaving Pyitzabon, and the judge must synthesize all this as an assessment of the family's common intention. Thus far an English judge would agree with Kyaw Thu. However the English judge would regard what he was doing as contract law, while Kyaw Thu would have thought of it as situational ethics. Burmese law does not deploy contract as a general category; it treats the sale of a water-buffalo as being different in legal kind from the hire of a midwife, and from the loan of seed-rice to fund next year's crop. However the first rule of Buddhist ethics is that everything that happens in the universe has an ethical dimension. We must do the right thing, whatever we do. Everything partakes of the ethical, including the proc ess by which a family makes its decisions, the process by which Kyaw Thu discovers how a family makes its decisions, and the process by which the Great Law-King appoints his judges. Kyaw Thu's use of the 'Who profits?' test in an ethical context is worth noting. He asks whether the eldest son 32 The Meiktila MS mentions only three of the five.
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was the only person to have profited from the transfer. He answers in the negative: the parents also profited. His point is that the price they had to pay for Bayinnaung's continued endorsement of their rule was putting wealth into their eldest's hands. Kyaw Thu's speech is over, and The Precedent now draws to a close:
The three siblings consented to his decision. For that reason the White Elephant King, the Great Law-King, pronounced his satisfaction at what his golden ears had learned. The Lord of Existences, the Great Law-King, awarded Lord KyawThu the title Dhamma-senapati ('Prince ofthe Dharma') and appointed him as Great Judge ofthe Law [Precedent section 12).
Quod erat demonstrandum: that Bayinnaung is a Great Law-King, and
Kyaw Thu a Great Judge of the Law.
TOUNGOO LEGAL REASONING
Evidently Kyaw Thu worked hard to write a convincing judgement. His audience would not have been convinced had he strayed too far from their expectations, so we are entitled to read his words as a guide to what legal reasoning was like in Burma. Can we go a stage further? Kyaw Thu found these facts, and applied those urgent rules. Was he consciously fol lowing a logic of judgement as to how facts may be combined with norms to justify remedies? Section 9 with its list of ten findings may help us decide. His first finding (1) is that the younger children lack good settled title to their inheritance. Hence he re-examines the merits of the case, looking both at facts (2-5) and norms (6-7). That leads him to his final sanction-stipulating formula 33 (8-10), and to him issuing the appropri ate remedy. Figure 7 .2 presents one-dimensional information (a list of ten) as if it were two-dimensional.
The Toungoo scribes lacked the technology to draw such a diagram. If they inscribed three straight lines to make the triangle, the area thus marked would fall out of the palm-leaf, losing the text within it. They were not, however, condemned by the poverty of their writing-system to a one-dimensional life of the mind. Quite the contrary. They could draw flow-charts, diagrams, and geometrical figures with chalk on the board, or with a stick in the sand-pit. Indeed, the Burmese commonly wore number-squares as tattoos, and in graphic representations of the 33 The 'sanction-stipulating formula' will be familiar to readers of Hans Kelsen (1934: 489) . Kelsen had some restrictive views (which I do not share) about what should count as a sanction. 1 would prefer to call it a 'remedy-stipulating formula' but custom has hal lowed Kelsen's phraseology.
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Legalism: Anthropology and History Figure 7 .2 Kyaw Thu's ten findings arranged as a diagram Jataka, each picture is more a flow-chart than a snap-shot. If the main image shows a giant sea-bird lifting the drowning Buddha up to safety, for example, smaller images in the corners will show the storm that caused the ship-wreck7and the arrival of sea-bird and Buddha-to-be on dry land. Pali Buddhism is often referred to by its adherents as the 'Analytical School' of Buddhism. Its practitioners aim to break down complex proc esses into single units interacting according to simple rules. Abidhamma specialists apply their analysis to mental states linked by cause and effect, while Vinaya specialists apply it to the ethical judgement of peo ple acting socially. Given their taste for analysis, it would be surprising if Buddhist judges had not experimented with using diagrams to explore their logic of how fact and law combine in judgements.
While Kyaw Thu's ten characterizations (section 9) operate in the logic of judgement, his five rebuttals (section 7) exhibit argument in the courtroom. Arguing before the judge is a social event played out before an audience. Before analysing this rhetoric, therefore, let us imagine the courtroom. It is located in a public portion of the Pegu Palace compound. It is a large free-standing wooden room, whose walls have been retracted for the day. The weather is hot and sticky, and the judge sits highest in the shadiest part of the room with the litigants and their lawyers (she-ne) before him. Around them are the respectable audience of relatives and patrons. Beyond, spilling out of the building onto the steps and surround ing space, are the less respectable audience-loafers, schoolboys, coconut-sellers, lawyers waiting for their case to come on. Two palace guards keep the crowd in order-let us say the one on the left is a virtuoso spitter of betel juice. The pageboy's lawyer wears green head-gear since he rep resents the appellant. The lawyer for the younger children, the respond ents, wears red. Each has a cotton briefcase slung over one shoulder, and each is equipped with official-issue drinking-cups and fans.
These latter details come from the Regulation of Lawyers Ordinance passed on 23 June 1607 by one of Bayinnaung's grandsons: ruling as King Anaukpetlun, he regulated the lawyers' fee structure, decreed which suburb of the city they should live in, and laid down a canon of approved rhetorical practices. 34 Can we take the 1578 law report and the 1607 regu lations as two views of the same legal system, ignoring the intervening thirty years during which the Eastern Toungoo Empire collapsed, and its former Tai subjects sacked Pegu itself? A Jesuit who witnessed the aftermath of the sack noted that the Pegu river 'is hardly navigable any more even by a small boat because of the multitude of the corpses' (Reid, A. 1993: 282) . However, Bayinnaung's grandsons restored the Toungoo dynasty to a kingdom that, although diminished, still ruled the whole IrrawaddySittang basin, and we can place 1578 and 1607 within the same period. The 1607 Act describes itself as a revision of regulations put forward in 'my Royal Father's time', the reign of King Nyaungyan (1597-1605). We may infer that a profession that required regulation in 1597 must have had at least twenty or thirty years in which to go bad. From the 1570s to the 1600s (and probably forward to the end of the seventeenth century) we can speak,! think, of a distinct Toungoo-dynasty legal tradition and profession, shaped by Bayinnaung, battered by a vicious war, then recon stituted on a smaller scale. Kyaw Thu's rebuttals (section 7) summarize the arguments Green Turban, the appellant's counsel, presented in launching his most recent appeal. They rebut Red Turban's arguments (which The Precedent has already summarized at sections 2-5). In doing so, they use contrasting 34 In regulating fees, the Lawyers Ordinance uses the phrase 'take letpet and betel from clients' as if this were the technical term for a client's fee. Perhaps this hints at the social world from which the lawyers emerged. Betel is used in Southeast Asia as a currency of respect (monks in public places are often seen chewing betel, which often has just been given them by a layman). Letpet (a pickled salad of the young leaves of the tea bush, mixed with nuts and herbs) is the Burmese finger-food most often offered to guests. It also signifies the restoration of good relations after a dispute. Disputes take place on a stage constructed by patron-client linkages and from the ascription of status to the learned, the sanctified, and the wise.
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Legalism: Anthropology and History normative labels. Red Turban's arguments, which up to now have pre vailed, are described as 'maxims' or things that have been said. Each 35 of Green Turban's counter-arguments ends with 'Urgent is the rule that Kyaw Thu implies that norms come in two different strengths, such that when played against a maxim, an urgent rule always wins the trick. The first four rebuttals follow the same formula: Red's maxim, Green's limi tation, Green's urgent rule. This formula implies a set theory of charac terizations. Define a set comprising all the situations which characterize Red's maxim. This may intersect with other norm-generated sets. Green's limitation describes one such area of intersection with the characteri zations of another norm, and Green's urgent rule then names that sec ond norm. In Kyaw Thu's examples what separates the maxims from the urgent rules is unclear. I suspect the difference is role-generated. If I cite it, it is an urgent rule. If my opponents cite it, it is a maxim.
As I argued with respect to the logic of judgement, so with this set the ory of characterizations. Both, I suggest, were known explicitly to Kyaw Thu and his audience. This, I recognize, requires a certain faith. What is incontestable, however, is that Burmese lawyers had developed a twostrength analysis of legal reasoning such that in their deontic logic, an 'urgent rule' is one that prevails, while the mere maxim must lose. Is this a sign of legal sophistication? On reflection, I think not. Any legal system which employs advocacy on points of law must develop a two-strength analysis, so as to have words with which to explain why one side won and the other lost. A US lawyer might say that the loser relied on a provi sion of State law,,the winner on Federal law, while a French lawyer might say that the leser relied on one case, but the winner on une jurisprudence constante. An Oxonian theorist might argue that the loser relied on 'prop erty-specific justice reasons,' while the winner relied on 'higher-order juristic distillations ' (Harris, J. W. 1996:326) . The issue is how much legal theory the she-ne, or lawyers, knew. How self-conscious were they as to their courtroom aims and the means they deployed?
We have only one other source on Toungoo judicial rhetoric: the list of ten arguments acceptable for courtroom use in the 1607 Regulations. Myint Zan's careful translation and exposition (Myint Zan 2000) is avail able in most libraries. Rather than reproduce it, therefore, I offer my own paraphrase of the material he deploys. I understand it to be a list of court room strategies: 1 Sending from upstream: Green Turban asks for more than he will get, knowing that concessions will have to be made. With the exception of item 3, the emphasis is on winning the case rather than perfecting the law. A legal profession that lists the rhetorical strate gies open to it is, I submit, likely to have applied its analytical skills to the 'Red's maxim, Green's limitation, Green's urgent rule' pattern of argument. Presumably the Yoidaya hearing of the dispute used Tai language and Tai sources of law. Perhaps some maxims that were familiar to the Tai were unknown to the Burmese. My comparison of Byannayit's judicial reasoning with.that of Dhammaraja, above, demonstrated that the same legal ideas can be expressed in different formats. It could also mean that Dhammaraja recast two of Byannayit's maxims as characterizations precisely because they were locally unknown. Kyaw Thu, however, treats these Tai maxims no differently than the three maxims that work in both cultures. Had not the Great Law-King himself said in his appoint ment speech: 'Rules and maxims have standing throughout this royal empire, no matter the particular city or province' (Precedent, section 6)? If Bayinnaung was enunciating his imperial legal policy, with par ticular reference to his Tai and Mon subjects, that suggests an alterna tive explanation of how The Precedent survived. Bayinnaung might have circulated copies to far-flung corners of his empire. Perhaps Burmese kings commonly used a real dispute as a peg on which to hang a policy declaration. 36 36 It would be interesting to compare The Precedent with another judicial appointment speech dated 19 August 1758 (Than Tun 1984-90) . At the start of the Konbaung dynasty the king lays down some general rules for litigation, using as his peg a case on insult ing language brought by a Tai-speaking nobleman against a commoner with a Burmese name.
AN IMPERIAL TOUNGOO LAW?
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The 'test case' and 'put-up case' might be deployed as a comparative tool to think about law and politics. Such stratagems, after all, were deployed in Europe as well as in Southeast Asia, and a well-known example comes from Stuart England. Fifteen years after Bayinnaung's death, Queen Elizabeth 1 was succeeded by King James I, greatly improv ing Francis Bacon's opportunities for promotion. His brother Anthony had worked hard to promote James VI of Scotland's candidature to the English throne; Francis inherited that goodwill after Anthony's death, and within days of hearing of the Queen's death he had talked himself into a government role. He became the king's expert on the legal impli cations of the union of the Scots and English kingdoms, and wrote posi tion papers that helped shape the issues: Draft Proclamation (Bacon 1864-80: x. 68 ), Happy Union of Kingdoms (Bacon x. 90) , The King's Style (Bacon x. 236) and Touching the Union (Bacon x. 218) . When the first parliamentary debates took place, he spoke for the crown. For military and financial purposes England and Scotland acted as a union, but they continued to operate different legal systems and award different hon ours, so that, four or five years after the Union, a valid English contract might still be invalidated by a Scottish judge and a Scots peer might not be entitled to sit in the English House of Lords.
James had hinted early on that harmonization of Scots and English law was a distant prospect. But he had to change something, so he settled on a common citizenship. Let all Scots citizens be recognized as English citizens, and vice versa. Bacon was in charge of bringing this about. He called it 'naturalization', and defined it as a bundle of 'rights to belong, to take part, to a collective identity, and to be considered for honour', 37 but it soon became clear that England's parliament, if forced to vote, would vote against naturalization. Bacon therefore adopted extra-parliamen tary stratagems, and convened a joint Anglo-Scottish committee to hear evidence and propose further action. It duly reported as he would have wished, acknowledging the distinction between Scots born before 1603 (the Ante-nati) and after 1603 (the Post-nati).
Bacon's next stratagem was to bring a test case. One-year-old Robert Calvin (born in Edinburgh in 1605) went to court to demand his rights as an English citizen to inherit a house in Shoreditch. But which court had jurisdiction to hear such a case? Although Bacon had suggested 'Britany' as a name for the combined kingdoms of England and Scotland, as yet there was no Supreme Court of Britany to rule on inter-Union disputes. Bacon therefore started the test case in Queens Bench, but moved it for 37 '... ius civitatis, ius suffragii vel tribus...ius petitionis sive honorum' (Bacon:
x.309).
